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Iqbal Akhtar, PhD is an assistant professor in both the Department of Religious Studies and Department of Politics and International Relations at Florida International University. He teaches courses in Islamic studies at the undergraduate and graduate level as well as independent studies, including Advanced Interpretation of the Quran, Voice of the Prophet, Islamic Faith and Society, Women in Islam, and Islamic Mysticism (Sufism).

Dr. Akhtar completed his doctorate at the University of Edinburgh’s New College School of Divinity. His thesis studies the evolution of Khôjâ religious identity in East Africa from the late 18th to late 20th century. His current work explores the origin of the Khôjâ peoples in the subcontinent through extant oral traditions.

For more information, please contact Merlene Nembhard, Reference Librarian, at 305-899-4051 or mnembhard@barry.edu.
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